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Forming of Riau Island Province bring the elementary change in source management of development defrayal in Batam City. One of the change is acceptance area from petroleum sharing sector holder become to lose as its separate effect from Riau Province as area of petroleum producer. Spirit of local autonomy pushing the forming Riau Island province have to be defended potency and fascination owned as one of international investment and tourism target area. Lose the certain defrayal source potency exes attitude which must with the dig of potency of other development defrayal source to be exploited by missing defrayal substitution source. The problems lifted to know the influence of forming of Riau Island Province development defrayal of Batam City with the title "Ability of Defrayal Development and Developing Strategy of Local Autonomy Batam City After Forming of Riau Island Province".

There are some theory used in this research like theory of development defrayal, local autonomy theory and management strategic theory which on the market by John M. Bryson. Step by step the theory allied with the SWOT analysis to source of development defrayal of Batam City. In course of the analysis will emerge some strength, weakness, opportunity and threat to yield various strategy to lift the new development defrayal source in guaranteed the continuity of development in Batam City. The Theory will be translated by the real condition in research location. Batam City taken as research location as very potential area developed by center of commerce and industry have international level so that resistance in development defrayal of Batam City to support the conducive investment on a long term have to be given by the best solution so that market stagnation and distortion have avoidable.

There is two propose to be proved by through this research so that development defrayal in Batam City which aim to execute the continual development that is Forming of Riau Island Province in local autonomy framework can influence the potency and ability of development defrayal of Batam City so that require the comprehensive analysis to look for other development defrayal source effectively and efficient and strategy developing local autonomy concept as comprehensively and planned better able to anticipate the development defrayal change in Batam City.
The Litmus Analyzer Test For Strategic Issue used to know the requirement level to strategy which on the market in source of development defrayal in Batam City so that score presented in the analysis visible strategic level each strategy which on the market is henceforth recommended as this research result. Some research question lifted in measuring strategic issue which on the market in this research is very direct interconnected with the potency and ability of development defrayal of Batam City after forming of Riau Island Province.

Efforts to be conducted in improving potency of Batam development source for example: a) Improve the acceptance PAD from its Special district tax sector at Hotel tax, Restaurant tax, Entertainment amusement tax, street lighting tax. It is despitefully strived by a valid others acceptance source from communication sector that is in the form of get in acceptance source from Seaport Tax and Airport Tax; b) Conduct the socialization in the effort dig of PAD source to all entrepreneur in Batam City about role and its participation in development of through of Third Party Contribution as according to Local Regulation Number 16/2001 about Third Party Contribution; c) Conduct the coordination and strive the approach with the Central Government and Provinsi utilize to dig the potency which standing a chance can become the area acceptance of Third Party Contribution as according to Local Regulation Number 16/2001 about Third Party Contribution; d) Conduct the socialization in the effort dig of PAD source to all entrepreneur in Batam City about role and its participation in development of through of Third Party Contribution as according to Local Regulation Number 16/2001 about Third Party Contribution.
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